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a b s t r a c t

Though rocking shallow foundations could be designed to possess many desirable characteristics such

as energy dissipation, isolation, and self-centering, current seismic design codes often avoid nonlinear

behavior of soil and energy dissipation beneath foundations. This paper compares the effectiveness of

energy dissipation in foundation soil (during rocking) with the effectiveness of structural energy

dissipation devices during seismic loading. Numerical simulations were carried out to systematically

study the seismic energy dissipation in structural elements and passive controlled energy dissipation

devices inserted into the structure. The numerical model was validated using shaking table experi-

mental results on model frame structures with and without energy dissipation devices. The energy

dissipation in the structure, drift ratio, and the force and displacement demands on the structure are

compared with energy dissipation characteristics of rocking shallow foundations as observed in

centrifuge experiments, where shallow foundations were allowed to rock on dry sandy soil stratum

during dynamic loading. For the structures with energy dissipating devices, about 70–90% of the

seismic input energy is dissipated by energy dissipating devices, while foundation rocking dissipates

about 30–90% of the total seismic input energy in foundation soil (depending on the static factor of

safety). Results indicate that, if properly designed (with reliable capacity and tolerable settlements),

adverse effects of foundation rocking can be minimized, while taking advantage of the favorable

features of foundation rocking and hence they can be used as efficient and economical seismic energy

dissipation mechanisms in buildings and bridges.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Background

Seismic energy dissipation in building and bridge structures
has been studied extensively by many researchers in the past
[1–16]. One of the conventional seismic design practice of
moment frame structures allows inelastic deformation in spe-
cially designed locations such as beams or adjacent to beam-
column joints [1,17]. The inelastic deformation aids to dissipate
seismic energy through hysteretic behavior of those specially
designed locations (sometimes referred to as structural fuse
mechanisms), so that collapse of the structure is prevented.
However, excessive inelastic deformation might cause consider-
able damage to structural members and non-structural elements,
and repeated cyclic inelastic behavior might cause degradation in
hysteretic behavior of specially designed locations [1,17].

Alternative seismic design strategies, commonly referred to as
passive control techniques, have been developed in the last
Ltd.

: þ1 701 231 6185.
20 years [15,18,19]. They are aimed at eliminating or reducing
the damage in the structure under strong earthquakes by dis-
sipating the seismic energy through the cyclic load–displacement
behavior of special devices inserted into the structural system
[20]. The use of passive control techniques in structures reduces
the need for stiffening and strengthening measures that would
otherwise be required. Current passive control applications
mainly utilize the following two strategies: (1) passive energy
dissipation devices and (2) seismic base-isolation techniques [18].

The passive control techniques are not commonly used in
current civil engineering practice due to many reasons [15,18].
Some of the difficulties include ageing and durability of the
devices, installation complexity, replacement and geometry
restoration after strong earthquakes, maintenance, and depen-
dence of mechanical performances on temperature [20]. The most
important and difficult aspects of the passive energy dissipation
systems include the complicated nature of the design and
strategic placement of the devices and the accurate prediction
of their behavior during seismic loading.

Another mechanism to dissipate seismic energy is foundation
rocking, though it is not included in current civil engineering
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design codes. A huge inventory of buildings and bridges in
seismically active zones in the United States is supported by
shallow foundations. One of the major changes in the traditional
seismic design procedures, adopted in 2000 in the design guide-
lines of National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP),
was that by allowing mobilization of the ultimate capacity and
rocking behavior of shallow foundations, the ductility demands
on structures can be reduced [18,21]. Researchers in the past have
emphasized the importance of incorporating the nonlinear soil–
foundation interaction in design of new structures and retrofit of
existing structures [22–26]. The concerns about deformations
beneath the foundation, uncertainty associated with foundation
load and moment capacities, and the lack of practical reliable
models to predict the nonlinear soil–foundation system behavior
have hindered the use of foundation rocking as an efficient energy
dissipation mechanism.

In this study, beam-column frame structures are numerically
modeled to simulate a series of shaking table experiments of
fixed-base structures with and without passive energy dissipation
devices. These shaking table experiments were conducted in Italy
as part of Memory Alloys for New Seismic Isolation Devices
(MANSIDE) project [11,12]. Finite element simulations are carried
out using OpenSees (Open System for Earthquake Engineering
Simulations) [27] to analyze the behavior of structural systems
with and without energy dissipation mechanisms. Numerical
simulation results for energy dissipation and force and displace-
ment demands on the structure are compared with the energy
dissipation characteristics of rocking shallow foundations
recorded in centrifuge experiments. Results from two series of
centrifuge experiments, where shallow foundations were allowed
to rock on soil, are considered for comparison: (1) rigid shear
wall-footing model tests [28] and (2) flexible bridge deck-
column-footing model tests [29]. These experimental results are
used to compare the effectiveness of energy dissipation in
foundation soil with the effectiveness of structural energy dis-
sipation devices as obtained from numerical simulations.

The paper presents a brief background of the behavior of
different seismic energy dissipation techniques, shake table
experiments and numerical modeling of the seismic behavior of
the structures with and without energy dissipation devices, a
brief description of centrifuge experiments and results, and the
results and comparisons of the energy dissipation characteristics
of passive control devices and foundation soil (through rocking).
2. Seismic energy dissipation techniques

2.1. Passive energy dissipation devices

Passive energy dissipation (PED) systems for seismic applica-
tions have been under development for a number of years with a
rapid increase in implementations starting in the mid-1990s [15].
In North America, PED systems have been implemented in
approximately 103 buildings and bridges, either for retrofit or
for new construction [6]. The objective of PED devices is to
concentrate hysteretic behavior in specially designed and detailed
regions of the structure and to avoid inelastic behavior in primary
gravity load-resisting structural elements [17]. By controlling the
response of PED devices, inter-storey drifts may be reduced, thus
reducing structural damage, and accelerations may be reduced,
thus reducing the shear force demands on the structure [30]. In
addition, by including energy dissipation systems in the structure,
structural members can be optimized for gravity loading and
energy dissipating systems can be optimized for hysteretic energy
dissipation. Currently used PED devices generally operate based
on principles such as yielding of metals, frictional sliding, motion
of a piston or plate within viscous fluid, and deformation of visco-
elastic solids [6,11].

2.2. Base-isolation

In 1986, the first building in the United States was built using
base-isolation [31]. The concept of seismic base-isolation consists
of decoupling the building from the horizontal components of the
ground motion by creating a discontinuity along the base of the
structure and introducing an isolation system [12,32]. Base
isolation is intended to reduce the force transmitted to the
structure by lengthening the period of the structure and dissipat-
ing some amount of seismic energy [18]. Isolation systems reduce
drift and acceleration of the superstructure in general; however,
reduction of acceleration depends on the force-deflection char-
acteristics of the isolators and may not be as significant as the
reduction of drift [18].

The major components of an isolation system can be classified
as isolators and auxiliary devices [19]. Isolators are bearing
devices with high vertical stiffness, low lateral stiffness, and/or
low friction, allowing for large horizontal displacements, typically
of the order of 200–400 mm [20]. Auxiliary devices can play
different functions, such as dissipating energy, laterally restrain-
ing the structure under service loads, and re-centering the
structure at the end of an earthquake, when such functions are
not directly played by the isolators [12]. The auxiliary devices can
make use of the hysteretic properties of metals, friction, viscous
fluid, and visco-elastic materials [19].

2.3. Shape memory alloy (SMA) materials

Shape memory alloys have been used in medical sciences,
electrical engineering, and mechanical engineering for many
years [33]. In some of the recent seismic design of structural
systems, pre-tensioned SMA wires have been utilized in both
passive energy dissipation systems and seismic base-isolation
systems [13,20,34,35]. Properties of SMA are strictly related to a
reversible solid-to-solid phase transformation, which can be
thermal-induced or stress-induced. This micromechanical phase
transition process is capable of producing a high damping
capacity in SMA’s as compared to conventional metals [36]. The
use of Nitinol (NiTi alloy) as a material for SMA dampers has been
recommended since it has better super-elastic properties, lower
sensitivity to temperature, and higher resistance to corrosion and
fatigue [20,36]. The basic features of SMA devices include great
versatility (the possibility to obtain a wide range of cyclic
behaviors), simplicity of the functioning mechanism (in spite of
their sophisticated behavior), self-centering capability, high stiff-
ness for small displacements, good energy dissipation capability,
extraordinary fatigue resistance (no need of substitution or
maintenance), long-term reliability, and high durability [20].

2.4. Foundation rocking

Shallow foundations can be designed to rock on their supporting
soil during seismic loading, and shearing of soil beneath the
foundation will dissipate energy through friction during rocking.
Furthermore, because soil consists of uncemented particles, properly
compacted soil is a much more ductile material than concrete or
welded steel. Experimental research findings reveal that properly
designed shallow foundations, with controlled rocking, possess
many desirable characteristics, such as, well defined capacities,
ductility, energy dissipation, isolation, and self-centering mechan-
isms, and hence there is promise to use rocking footings in place of,
or in combination with, structural energy dissipation devices to
improve the performance of structural systems during seismic
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loading [28,29,37–41]. Mergos and Kawashima have stated that ‘‘it
has been observed that after some earthquakes in Japan, a number
of structures resting on spread footings responded to seismic
excitation by rocking on their foundations and the rocking mechan-
ism enabled them to avoid failure [26].’’ Moreover, real evidence has
been noticed in Adapazari after Kocaeli (Turkey) 1999 earthquake,
where soil yielding avoided the structural failure [42]. Despite all the
mounting experimental and field case history evidences, foundation
rocking and soil yielding still remains an unreliable/unproven
energy dissipation mechanism for reducing ductility demands on
the structure.
3. Shake table experiments

Shaking table experiments on frame structures with and
without passive energy dissipation devices were conducted as
part of the MANSIDE project (Memory Alloys for New Seismic
Isolation Devices) in the University of Basilicata, Italy [11,12].
Three types of structures were subjected to dynamic base shaking
loading: (1) fixed-base bare frame structures, (2) fixed-base frame
structures with steel or shape memory alloy (SMA) energy
dissipating braces, and (3) frame structures with SMA base-
isolation systems. Structures were designed in reduced scale
(scale factor¼3.3) in order to fully exploit the size and the
payload capacity of the shaking table [11,12].

Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic of the bare frame model
structure tested in shaking table experiments together with the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the shaking table experimental model of (a) bare frame structu

in University of Basilicata, Italy) (all dimensions are in mm).
cross sections of the typical column and beam. Fig. 1(b) and
(c) shows the schematics of the frame with energy dissipating
braces and the frame with base isolation system, respectively. The
dimensions and the cross sections of beams and columns of all
three structures were identical. A strong beam at the base was
used to provide the fixed-base condition and it was supported on
load cells. The total weight of the bare-frame structure was
101.2 kN, compressive strength of the concrete used in the
experiments was 34.2 MPa, and the yield stress of the reinforce-
ment bar (4 mm diameter bars) was 560 MPa [11,12].

For the structures with passive energy dissipating devices, two
types of braces were used: (1) steel braces and (2) SMA braces.
The core components of the steel braces consisted of X-shaped
steel plates that have different geometries at each storey level, so
as to provide the device with the required design stiffness and
yielding force [11]. The core components of the SMA braces
consist of pre-tensioned nickel–titanium (NiTi) austenite super-
elastic wires arranged in two different ways, in order to provide
the device with both self-centering and energy dissipating capa-
city (double-flag-shaped hysteretic loops) [11]. The SMA base
isolation system included three steel–PTFE sliding bearings,
supporting the total weight of the structure while accommodat-
ing large lateral displacements, and an isolation device. The core
energy dissipating components of the SMA base isolation system
were similar to SMA brace [11].

Fig. 2 shows the normalized time history and response spectra
(with 5% damping ratio) of the applied base acceleration in the
experiments. This time history was artificially generated, compatible
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Fig. 2. Time history (left) and response spectra (right) of acceleration applied in the shake table experiments (normalized by the peak acceleration).

Table 1
Natural periods of the structural models.

Structure Period of the structure (s)

1st mode 2nd mode 3rd mode

BF 0.293 0.089 0.048

BR_SMA 0.112 0.043 0.026

BR_ST 0.116 0.041 0.028

BI_SMA 0.314 0.095 0.050

BF—bare frame, BI—base isolation, BR—brace, ST—steel, SMA—shape memory

alloy. The periods refer to shaking table tests and they are in model scale.
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with the EuroCode-8 (EC8) elastic response spectrum for soil type B
and scaled down by a factor of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3:3
p

to be consistent with the scale
of the physical models tested [11]. The acceleration time history was
scaled to obtain maximum peak accelerations varying from 0.07 to
0.74g. Table 1 presents the periods of first three modes for all the
structures analyzed in this study. The first mode natural period of
the structures vary from 0.1 to 0.3 s, indicating that the structures
are very sensitive to the selected ground motion (see the response
spectra in Fig. 2). The inclusion of energy dissipating braces
essentially makes the structure stiffer and hence the reduction in
natural period, whereas the base-isolation system lengthens the
natural period of the structure, as expected. Note that the natural
periods are calculated based on the initial stiffness of the structural
system (elastic) in OpenSees. For large displacements, the natural
period of the structure with base-isolation system increases even
higher as can be seen in the displacement time history of the
structure (presented in Section 4.4). Dimensions and results that are
related to shaking table experiments are presented in model scale
unless otherwise stated. More details of these experiments can be
found in [11,12].
4. Numerical simulations

The OpenSees finite element framework is used for numerical
modeling of shaking table experiments [27]. OpenSees was
developed by Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center
[43]. It is capable of performing static and dynamic finite element
simulations for structural and geotechnical applications. Open-
Sees includes different material models (constitutive models) and
elements that are capable of performing linear and nonlinear
finite element simulations. The object-oriented nature of Open-
Sees allows one to choose different materials, elements, and
solution algorithms that are most suitable to simulate a particular
analysis. Fig. 3(a) shows one of the finite element meshes used to
model the bare-frame structure in OpenSees simulations. The
mass of the model is lumped at each node as shown in Fig. 3(a).
4.1. Elements and sections

Beams and columns of the frame structure are modeled using
nonlinear-beam-column elements available in OpenSees. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), fiber sections are used to include the steel
reinforcement bars and concrete in beam and column elements.
Energy dissipating braces are modeled using nonlinear-beam-
column elements; however, different behaviors of braces are
obtained by using different material model combinations. Both
steel and SMA braces are modeled using circular fiber sections as
shown in Fig. 3(b). The zero-length element is used to model the
SMA base isolation system. The load cell is modeled using elastic-
beam-column elements, as they are relatively rigid compared to
the frame.

4.2. Material models

Stress–strain behaviors of concrete and steel materials are
simulated by Concrete_02 and Steel_02 material models, respec-
tively, available in OpenSees. Their constitutive models with
required input parameters are shown in Fig. 4. The Steel_02
material model is a nonlinear hysteretic model of Menegotto
and Pinto [44], as extended by Filippou et al. [45]. The constitutive
relationship is in the form of curved transitions, from a straight
line asymptote with slope of modulus of elasticity (Es) to another
straight line asymptote with slope of yield modulus (E1), where
the strain-hardening ratio is b (see the material model parameters
in Table 3). A cyclic curvature parameter R governs the curvature
between the two asymptotes. The parameter R is defined by three
constants, R0, a1, and a2, which were experimentally calibrated.
Overall, the Steel_02 material requires six input parameters
including the yield stress (Fy).

The Concrete_02 material model is a uniaxial hysteretic model
proposed by Yassin [46] and it takes into account concrete
damage and hysteresis, while retaining computational efficiency
[47]. The monotonic envelope curve of the hysteretic model for
concrete in compression follows the monotonic stress–strain
relation model of Kent and Park [48] as extended by Scott et al.
[49] (modified Kent and Park model). The Concrete_02 material
requires nine input parameters: compressive strength (fc1),
ultimate stress (fc2), elastic modulus (Ec), strain at maximum
strength (eps1), strain at ultimate stress (eps2), tensile strength
(ft), tension softening stiffness (Ets), and ratio between unloading
slope at eps2 and initial slope Ec (l).

Steel_02 material is used for steel energy dissipating braces;
however, the behavior of SMA braces could not be captured by
single material model due to its super-elastic behavior combined
with energy dissipation. In order to capture the self-centering
behavior and energy dissipation behavior of SMA braces,
self-centering material model is combined with Steel_02 material
model as shown in Fig. 5. Self-centering material has flag
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shape force-deformation curves as shown in Fig. 4. The
material has a high initial stiffness (k1) and low post yield
stiffness (k2) after forward activation stress (sact) [50]. Beta (b)
is the energy dissipation capacity parameter that controls the
unloading path.

Typically base isolators have high stiffness in the vertical
direction and low stiffness in the horizontal direction in order
to support the structure in the vertical direction and to undergo
large horizontal displacement. Also, the isolator system had three
sliding bearings on it. Therefore, all three bottom columns
(bottom of load cells) are fixed in the vertical direction and
allowed to slide in the horizontal direction. The zero-length
element is used to define the horizontal force-deformation
behavior at the bottom of center column for base-isolation.
Idealized behavior of SMA base-isolation system is similar to
SMA brace behavior except that it has a higher deformation range
(nearly ten times larger than the brace deformation range) and
sliding bearings. In order to capture the sliding bearing behavior
in addition to the self-centering and energy dissipation behavior,
elastic perfectly plastic material model is combined with self-
centering material and Steel_02 material to model the behavior of
base isolation system. A high initial stiffness and a small defor-
mation at yielding are assumed for elastic perfectly plastic
material to simulate the sliding bearing.

4.3. Analysis methodology

The self-weight of the structure is applied at each node as
gravitational force. After the self-weight of the structure is
applied, the acceleration time histories used in the shake table
experiments are applied at the fixed base nodes in OpenSees
simulations. The Newmark integrator and Newton algorithm,
available in OpenSees, are used for dynamic calculations in the
simulations. OpenSees recorders are used to record the acceleration



Table 2
Test matrix—maximum base accelerations (g).

Bare frame Frames with braces Frames with SMA
base isolation

SMA brace Steel brace

0.07 0.09 0.09 –

0.14 0.17 0.16 0.15

0.28 0.24 0.23 0.30

0.33 0.31 0.39

0.48 0.46 – 0.50

0.51

Stress

Strain

Stress

Strain

Energy Dissipation unit
(Steel 02 Material)

Re-Centering Unit
(Self-Centering Material)

SMA Brace

Stress

Strain

Fig. 5. Idealized behavior of SMA brace.
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and displacement at each node and the forces and moments
of each element of the structure. Viscous damping is included in
numerical simulations using Rayleigh damping in the form of
Eq. (1) [51,52]:

C ¼ a Mþb K ð1Þ

where C, M, and K are damping, mass, and stiffness matrix,
respectively. To calculate the coefficients a and b, a uniform
damping ratio (2%) and first and third mode frequencies of the
structure are used [51]. In order to make the energy dissipation
calculations and comparisons meaningful (presented later in the
paper), numerical simulations are also carried out without Rayleigh
damping. Table 2 presents the test matrix of shake table experi-
ments used in numerical simulations. The test name indicates the
type of structure and the peak ground acceleration applied in the
simulation. Note that additional numerical simulations are carried
out for energy dissipation comparisons (described in Section 5,
Energy Dissipation In Structural Elements and Devices).

4.4. Model parameter calibration

The input parameters used for Steel_02 and Concrete_02
materials used to represent beam and column elements are
presented in Table 3. For these material models, the basic
parameters (yield stress of steel, the compressive strength of
concrete, elastic modulus of concrete, and tensile strength of
concrete) were obtained directly from the properties of the
physical models used in the experiments (presented in [11])
and other model parameters were selected as recommended in
the OpenSees Manual [27]. The input parameters used for steel
and SMA brace materials are also presented in Table 3. These
material parameters are obtained from the experimental model
details presented in [11] and by back-calculation of some of the
experimental results.

Figs. 6 and 7 present the experimental and numerical simula-
tion results of the cyclic load–displacement behavior of steel
brace and SMA brace respectively used at each story level. These
cyclic load–displacement experiments and simulations were
conducted independently on the brace elements for the purpose
of calibration (not attached to the structures). As can be seen from
those figures, capacity and stiffness differ at each story level, and
are back-calculated using the cyclic loading experimental results
to reproduce similar behavior in numerical simulations. This
back-calculation enabled the inclusion of stiffness added by the
steel brackets that were used to connect braces in the numerical
models. Fig. 8 presents the experimental [12] and numerical
simulation results of the cyclic load–displacement behavior of
SMA base isolation system. Similar back-calculations were carried
out to calibrate the material parameters for the SMA base-
isolation model and the parameters are presented in Table 3.

4.5. Model performance validation

Validation of the numerical model is carried out using the
experimental results available in [11,12]. Base shear versus first
story displacement relationships for the experimental bare frame
structure [11] is compared with the numerical simulation results
for three different shakes in Fig. 9. The numerical simulation
results in general show good comparisons with experimental
results, especially for the lateral stiffness of the system. The
simulation results for shear force are slightly smaller than those
of the experiments, particularly for a_base_max¼0.28g shake.
The experimental results show one big cycle of loading with
higher shear force, which was not captured in numerical simula-
tion. The lateral force–displacement relationships of base isola-
tion system for frame with base isolation [12] is compared with
numerical simulations results during shaking event with 0.50g

maximum base acceleration in Fig. 10, and the simulation results
are in good agreement with the experimental results. Fig. 11
presents the experimental and numerical simulation results of the
time histories of the base displacement of the structure with base
isolation system during a_base_max¼0.5g shake (the same simu-
lation as in Fig. 10). Apart from minor deviations, the numerical
simulation results compare well with the experimental results.

Fig. 12 presents the numerical simulation results for maximum
storey level cyclic displacements and maximum inter-story drift
ratio of structures with and without energy dissipation devices
during shakes whose maximum base acceleration is approxi-
mately equal to 0.30 and 0.50g together with the experimental
results. Note that the experimental results are not available for all
shakes and all models (only the published experimental data are
included in Fig. 12). The maximum cyclic displacement is the
absolute peak displacement of the structure at that particular
storey. Relative displacement of each storey is divided by corre-
sponding storey height to obtain the drift ratio (%). The simulation
results for the maximum storey level displacements and the
maximum inter-storey drift ratio compare well with the experi-
mental results. The inclusion of passive energy dissipation devices
significantly decreases the displacements and inter-story drift of
the structure. Note that the structure with base-isolation system
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Experimental results are after Dolce et al. [11].

Table 3
Material model parameters used in numerical simulations.

Beam and column Base isolation

Concrete_02 material Steel_02 material Self-centering material Steel_02 material Elastic PP material

Unconfined concrete Confined concrete

fc1 (MPa) �34.2 �44.46 Fy (MPa) 560 k1 (MN m�1) 2 Es (MN m�1) 0.84 E (MN m�1) 35

fc2 (MPa) �6.84 �8.892 Es (GPa) 200 k2 (MN m�1) 0.152 Fy (kN) 1.75

Ec (GPa) 22.5 22.5 b 0.01 sact (kN) 5.4 b 0.01

eps1 �0.003 0.00395 R0 18 R0 40 eps yP (10�4) 0.5

eps2 �0.01 �0.079

ft (MPa) 4.79 6.22 cR1 0.925 b 0.2 cR1 0.925

Ets (GPa) 2.4 2.4

l 0.1 0.1 cR2 0.15 cR2 0.15

SMA brace Steel brace

Self-centering material Steel_02 material Steel_02 material

Story 1st 2nd 3rd Story 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd

k1 (GPa) 280 380 160 Es (GPa) 15.59 56.7 55.7 56.1

k2 (GPa) 16 9 4 Fy (MPa) 22 15 7.3 5.55 3.7 2.96

sact (MPa) 45 28 10 b 0.015 0.085 0.05 0.013

b 0.67 0.78 0.38 R0 40 40

cR1 0.925 0.925

cR2 0.15 0.55
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shows larger lateral displacements, as expected, however the
relative displacements (inter-story drifts) are smaller than the
bare-frame fixed-based structure. Overall, the numerical model
captures the essential features observed in the shake table
experiments.
5. Energy dissipation in structural elements and devices

For a fixed-based structure, the total seismic input energy (IE)
can be written as the summation of kinetic energy (KE), energy
dissipated by viscous damping (DE), hysteretic energy dissipated
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by the structural materials (HE), and elastic strain energy (SE), as
presented in Eq. 2 [53]:

KEðtÞþDEðtÞþSEðtÞþHEðtÞ ¼ IEðtÞ ð2Þ
In Eq. (2), kinetic energy and elastic strain energy are related to
the instant response of the system, negligible when compared to
hysteretic energy dissipation (material damping), and vanish
at the end the vibration in an inelastic system [51]. In order to
make the comparison of energy dissipation with and without
energy dissipation devices meaningful, one set of numerical
simulations were conducted without any Rayleigh damping (i.e.,
zero viscous damping). Therefore, Eq. (2) can be rewritten
approximately as

HEðtÞ � IEðtÞ ð3Þ

For a multi-degree of freedom system structure, total seismic
input energy can be calculated using Eq. (4) [53]:

IE¼

Z XN

i ¼ 1

mi €vi

 !
dvg ð4Þ

where m is the point mass, v is absolute displacement of the mass,
vg is ground displacement, and N is the number of stories. The
hysteretic energy includes the energy dissipation in the structural
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elements (HES), such as beams and columns, and within the
energy dissipating devices (HED). Energy dissipated by devices
(HED) is calculated from the hysteretic force–displacement
response of the devices. Fig. 13 shows the examples of energy
dissipation within energy dissipating devices through force-
deformation response, as obtained from numerical simulations
of shaking events with a maximum base acceleration of 0.5g. The
energy dissipated by beams and columns (HES) was obtained as
the difference between IE and HED (HES¼ IE�HED).

Fig. 14 presents the time histories of seismic input energy (IE),
the hysteretic energy dissipated in the energy dissipation devices
(HED), and the hysteretic energy dissipated in structural elements
(beams and columns) (HES) during shaking events with maximum
base accelerations of 0.3 and 0.5g. For the bare frame structures
(without energy dissipation devices), the total seismic input energy
was essentially dissipated by the hysteretic energy dissipation in
basic structural elements (beams and columns). For the structures
with energy dissipating devices, as can be seen from Fig. 14, about
70–90% of the seismic input energy is dissipated by energy
dissipating devices. Because of larger lateral displacements, base-
isolation system dissipates more energy than the steel and SMA
braces. Fig. 15 compares the maximum cyclic and residual displace-
ments of different energy dissipation devices. The maximum cyclic
displacement increases as the shaking intensity increases, however
the residual displacement does not show any trend with the shaking
intensity. As can be seen from Fig. 15, the SMA brace shows minimal
residual displacements due to its self-centering behavior (the
maximum residual displacements of the SMA brace is about
0.03 mm regardless of the shaking intensity).

In order to compare the effectiveness of different energy
dissipation devices, absolute maximum values of acceleration,
cyclic displacement, cyclic drift, residual displacement, residual
drift, and base shear force of the structure along with the total
seismic input energy are plotted against the maximum base
acceleration during different shaking events in Fig. 16. Note that
the maximum cyclic displacements of the structure with base-
isolation system are relative to the base of the structure. Available
experimental results are also included in Fig. 16. As expected, the
magnitude of all the parameters increases as the shaking intensity
increases. The maximum cyclic displacement (occurs at the roof
level) and the maximum cyclic drift (occurs at first story level)
demands of the structure are reduced when energy dissipation
devices are used as most of the energy is dissipated in the devices.
As for the maximum residual displacement and residual drift,
wider scatter is observed in numerical simulation results
(a similar scatter was also reported by Pampanin et al. [9]). The
maximum residual displacement and maximum residual drift of
the structure are reduced when energy dissipation devices are
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used during bigger shaking events (bigger than 0.2g shakes). For
smaller shaking events (smaller than 0.2g shakes), the inclusion of
energy dissipating devices does not affect the residual displace-
ment or drift. The residual displacement of structures with
devices follows the similar trend as residual displacement of
devices. This can be seen from Figs. 15 and 16. For shakes smaller
than 0.2g, the contribution of residual displacement of devices
dominates the residual displacement of the structure.

Also, Fig. 16 shows that the maximum acceleration of bare
frame structure and structures with devices does not show
significant difference between them . However the inclusion of
steel and SMA braces increases the base shear force transmitted
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to the structures (increased stiffness and accelerations), while the
inclusion of base-isolation system decreases the base shear force,
as the lateral stiffness of the structural system decreases and
the natural period increases. In addition, the total seismic input
energy of the structures with energy dissipation devices is smaller
than that of bare frame structures. The seismic input energy
depends on ground motion characteristic, structural design para-
meters (including the no. of floors, the height to width ratio,
and the distribution of the stiffness and strength), plastic mechan-
isms, and higher mode effects [51]. Based on the numerical
simulation results presented in Figs. 14–16, it can be concluded
that the SMA base-isolation is the most effective energy dissipa-
tion system and it is followed by the steel brace and the SMA
brace in that order.
6. Energy dissipation in foundation soil

6.1. Centrifuge experiments

In order to compare the energy dissipation in foundation soil
with that in the structural energy dissipation devices, foundation
energy dissipation results from two series of centrifuge experi-
ments are used. These centrifuge experiments were conducted in
the University of California at Davis. In both series of experiments
(SSG and JAU), shallow foundations were allowed to rock on dry
uniform sandy soil deposits. The model configurations and all the
experimental results are presented using prototype-scale units.
6.1.1. SSG test series

In SSG test series, several shear wall-footing-soil models
(Fig. 17(a)) were subjected to dynamic base shaking loading.
Shear wall and footing were made of either steel or aluminum
and were relatively rigid. Sand was glued to the base of the
footings to provide a rough concrete-like interface with the soil.
The rectangular footings (L¼2.8 m and B¼0.65 m) supported by
dry sandy soil deposit (Dr¼80% and j¼421) were subjected to
base shaking along the longer dimension (L) of the footing. The
depth of embedment of the footing (D) was varied from D¼0 to B.
The structures were freely allowed to settle, slide, and rotate
during shaking. Moment, rotation, and settlement at the base
center point of the footing were calculated using recorded sensor
readings during experiments. Detailed experimental procedure
and results for all the models tested in the centrifuge tests are
published in [28,39,41].

Table 4 presents the details of the selected shear wall-footing
structure experiments: total mass of the structure, factor of safety
for static bearing capacity failure (FSv), normalized height of
center of gravity, and the maximum applied base acceleration. FSv
was calculated using the weight of the structure and the conven-
tional bearing capacity equations. The normalized height of
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center of gravity (hcg/L) is approximately equal to the normalized
moment-to-shear ratio (M/(HL)) at the footing–soil interface. The
applied base acceleration, used in shear wall model tests, has
tapered cosine cycles with increasing magnitude, with a predo-
minant frequency of about 1.2 Hz and with higher frequency
accelerations superimposed. In order to obtain different peak base
accelerations in different tests, the tapered cosine displacement
time history was scaled up or scaled down while maintaining the
same frequency content.
6.1.2. JAU test series

In JAU test series, several bridge deck-column-footing-soil
models (Fig. 17(b)) were subjected to dynamic base shaking
loading [29,54]. The prototype structure was a typical reinforced
concrete single column bridge bent modeled as a ‘‘lollipop’’
structure with a deck mass and column connected to a shallow
square spread footing. The bridge deck was modeled by a steel
block; the reinforced concrete column was modeled by an
aluminum tube that had a bending stiffness, EI, closely scaled to
the calculated EI of the cracked section of the prototype concrete
column (EI¼7.4�103 MN m2). It should be noted that there was
no plastic hinge installed at the base of the column. The diameter
of the column was 1.8 m and the moment capacity (yield
moment) of the base section of the column was 48 MN m. The
dimensions of the square footings were 5.4 and 7.1 m and the
ultimate moment capacity of the foundation (at footing–soil
interface) were 28 and 40 MN m, respectively. The footings were
Footing

Mass

hcg

Footing

L L

hcg

Shear Wall
Bridge Column

Deck

Soil Soil

Dynamic Shaking

Fig. 17. Schematics of the centrifuge experimental models.

Table 4
Details of the centrifuge experiments.

Test number Width (m) Length (m) Embedment (m

SSG04_09_a 0.65 2.8 0

SSG04_09_b 0.65 2.8 0

SSG04_10_a 0.65 2.8 0

SSG04_10_b 0.65 2.8 0

SSG04_10_c 0.65 2.8 0

SSG03_07_a 0.65 2.8 0.65

SSG03_07_b 0.65 2.8 0.65

SSG03_07_c 0.65 2.8 0.65

SSG03_08_a 0.65 2.8 0.65

SSG03_08_b 0.65 2.8 0.65

SSG03_08_c 0.65 2.8 0.65

JAU01_05_E_a 5.4 5.4 1.7

JAU01_05_E_b 5.4 5.4 1.7

JAU01_05_E_c 5.4 5.4 1.7

JAU01_05_F_a 7.1 7.1 1.7

JAU01_05_F_b 7.1 7.1 1.7

JAU01_05_F_c 7.1 7.1 1.7
constructed of aluminum plates with sand glued to their bases to
provide a rough concrete-like interface with the soil. The deck and
the footing were relatively rigid whereas the columns were
flexible. The footings were supported by dry sandy soil deposit
(Dr¼80% and j¼421). The ground motions imposed on the
models were scaled and filtered motions from recordings in the
Tabas 1978 earthquake and a Los Gatos recording of the 1989
Loma Prieta earthquake. Table 4 provides other additional infor-
mation of the selected centrifuge tests used in this paper. Note
that the FSv values of the JAU test series are higher (17 and 31),
because the footings were designed to satisfy the allowable
settlement requirements (settlement controlled the design).

6.2. Centrifuge experimental results

The total seismic input energy in centrifuge experiments is
calculated using the same equation used in the previous section
(Eq. (4)). The seismic input energy is dissipated by hysteretic energy
dissipation in the structural elements and soil, and radiation damp-
ing. The energy dissipated by foundation soil is calculated from the
moment-rotation hysteretic loops. Note that the M/(H L) ratio is
higher than 1.0 and hence majority of the foundation energy
dissipation is through footing rocking [41] as opposed to sliding.
Fig. 18 presents the time histories of the seismic input energy (IE)
and the energy dissipated in soil due to footing rocking (EDF) during
the two centrifuge tests. For the shear wall models (SSG test series),
almost the entire seismic input energy (more than 90%) is dissipated
in soil through footing rocking. This makes sense because the
hysteretic damping in the structure is negligible (rigid structure)
and also implies that the radiation damping is insignificant. During
footing rocking, the response of the soil becomes highly plastic and
nonlinear, the effective period of the system increases substantially,
and radiation damping becomes insignificant. For the bridge models
(JAU test series), about 60% of the seismic input energy is dissipated
through footing rocking while the remaining energy is dissipated by
column yielding.

Fig. 19 presents the effects of FSv on foundation rocking in terms
of normalized non-dimensional parameters, where maximum base
shear is normalized by the weight of the structure (V), maximum
moment is normalized by V L, energy dissipation ratio is defined as
the energy dissipated in foundation soil divided by the total seismic
input energy, settlement is normalized by L, and the rotation of the
footing is presented in radians. The maximum base shear and the
maximum moment increase with the increase of both FSv and
magnitude of shaking, indicating that the foundations have
increased normalized moment capacity as FSv increases. More than
) Mass (mg) FSv hcg/L a_base_max (g)

58.0 2.6 1.78 0.12

58.0 2.6 1.78 0.55

36.8 4.0 1.89 0.12

36.8 4.0 1.89 0.55

36.8 4.0 1.89 0.90

58.0 7.2 1.78 0.12

58.0 7.2 1.78 0.55

58.0 7.2 1.78 0.90

36.8 11.5 1.89 0.12

36.8 11.5 1.89 0.55

36.8 11.5 1.89 0.90

1090.7 17.0 2.1 0.09

1090.7 17.0 2.1 0.23

1090.7 17.0 2.1 0.47

1172.3 31.0 1.5 0.09

1172.3 31.0 1.5 0.23

1172.3 31.0 1.5 0.47
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80% of the seismic energy is dissipated by footing rocking when FSv
is less than 12, and the ratio decreases to 60% and 20% when FSv
increases to 17 and 31, respectively. As the foundation becomes
stronger (FSv¼31) more energy is dissipated by yielding of struc-
tural members (and associated damage in the column, in this case).
As expected, both settlement and the rotation of the foundation
decrease as FSv increases and they increase as the magnitude of the
shaking increases. Based on the centrifuge experimental results, it
can be seen that an optimum FSv can be selected where moment
capacity is reasonably high, considerable energy is dissipated in the
foundation soil, and the resulting deformations are within allowable
limiting values.
7. Comparison of energy dissipation in structure and soil

In order to compare the energy dissipation and the conse-
quences in structural elements with those of foundation soil
(due to rocking) and to quantify the effectiveness of different
energy dissipation mechanisms, the following non-dimensional
parameters are defined (Fig. 20): (1) energy dissipation ratio:
defined as energy dissipated by the energy dissipation devices or
foundation soil during rocking divided by the total seismic input
energy, (2) normalized energy dissipation: defined as energy
dissipated by the energy dissipation devices or foundation soil
during rocking divided by V L, where V is the weight of the
structure and L is the length of the base of the structure or length
of the footing, (3) normalized base shear force: defined as base
shear force divided by the weight of the structure, and (4) normal-
ized total settlement: defined as the total settlement of the
footing divided by the length of the footing. In addition, max-
imum cyclic drift and residual drift of the structure (structural
model) are compared with the maximum cyclic rotation and
permanent rotation of the footing (centrifuge soil–foundation–
structure model) for corresponding maximum base acceleration.

In order to make the comparisons more meaningful, additional
numerical simulations were carried out, where the numerical
models (representing the shake table experiments) were subjected
to the same base motions that were applied in the centrifuge
experiments. Fig. 20 compares three sets of results for energy
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Fig. 20. Comparison of energy dissipation in structural energy dissipation devices and foundation soil through rocking.
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dissipation and force and displacement demands: (1) numerical
simulation results of shaking table experiments (solid symbols),
(2) numerical simulation results of shaking table models subjected
to the same base motions that were applied in the centrifuge
experiments (open symbols with dot), and (3) centrifuge experi-
mental results on rocking foundations (open symbols).

7.1. Energy dissipation

As expected, in all three sets of results, energy dissipation
increases as the shaking intensity increases; however, this
increase in energy dissipation occurs at the expense of increased
drift demands in the structure. In the numerical simulations of
shaking table experiments, more than 85% of seismic energy is
dissipated by steel braces or SMA base isolation system, whereas
SMA braces dissipate about 60–80% of the total seismic energy.
It should be noted that the normalized energy dissipation and the
energy dissipation ratio in frame structures show similar trend
regardless of the base shaking motions (shaking table base
motions and centrifuge base motions). The structural energy
dissipation ratio is in between the energy dissipation ratios in
the foundation soil for shear wall structures (85–95%) and bridge
structures (20–60%). Interestingly, the normalized energy dissipa-
tion in both structural devices and foundation soil shows similar
trend with maximum base acceleration.

7.2. Force and displacement demands

As can be seen from Fig. 20, for the structures with energy
dissipating braces, base shear force increases by as much as 150%
compare to the base shear of the bare frame structure, whereas
for the structure with base-isolation system, base shear force
decreases by about 25–50% from the base shear of the bare frame
structure in all numerical simulations. Normalized base shear
forces transmitted to the foundation during centrifuge experi-
ments are smaller than those of the structures with energy
dissipating devices (isolation effect of rocking foundations). The
maximum cyclic and residual drift of the bare frame structure are
comparable to the maximum cyclic and permanent rotation of the
foundation during rocking; however maximum cyclic and
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residual drift of the structure are reduced by about 70–80% (as
compared to bare frame structures), respectively, when energy
dissipation devices are used. As explained in the previous section,
the displacements and rotations of the foundation during rocking,
including permanent settlement, decrease as the FSv increases.
8. Summary and conclusions

The objectives of this paper are two-fold: (1) to compare the
effectiveness of different structural energy dissipation devices
using numerical simulations and (2) to compare the effectiveness
of foundation energy dissipation (during footing rocking) with
that of structural devices using experimental results and numer-
ical simulation results. The numerical models were developed
using the sections, elements, material models, and solution
algorithms available in OpenSees finite element framework to
simulate the seismic behavior of frame structures with and
without passive energy dissipation devices. The numerical model
was first calibrated using the cyclic loading experimental results
of energy dissipating devices and then validated using available
shaking table experimental results (dynamic base shaking). Sev-
eral numerical simulations were systematically carried out to
study the seismic behavior and energy dissipation characteristics
of different energy dissipating devices inserted in the frame
structures. Results for energy dissipation, cyclic and residual
displacements and drifts, and base shear force and moment on
the structure are compared with the centrifuge experimental
results for energy dissipation in foundation soil through footing
rocking and the consequences of rocking behavior.

For the structures with energy dissipating devices, about
70–90% of the seismic input energy is dissipated by energy
dissipating devices, leading to minimal hysteretic behavior of
the regular structural members (beams and columns). As a result
of this energy dissipation in the devices, maximum cyclic dis-
placement and drift of the structure are reduced by more than
70% and 80%, respectively, when compared to the structure
without energy dissipating devices. The inclusion of energy
dissipating devices also decreases the residual displacement and
drift of the structure for shakes with maximum base accelerations
of 0.2g or bigger. For smaller shakes (less than 0.2g), the residual
displacement and drift are not affected by the inclusion of energy
dissipating devices. The inclusion of the energy dissipating braces
makes the structure stiffer, resulting in increased base shear
forces transmitted to the base of the structure (as much as 150%
increase when compared to bare frame structure). The base-
isolation system, as expected, decreases the base shear force by
about 25–50%. Based on the numerical simulation results pre-
sented in this paper, it can be concluded that the SMA base-
isolation is the most effective energy dissipation system and it is
followed by steel brace and SMA brace in that order.

Foundation rocking dissipates about 90% of the total seismic
input energy in foundation soil for the rigid structure (for footings
with FSv¼4–10), and for the flexible structures, the energy
dissipation in foundation soil due to rocking is about 60% (for
footings with FSv¼17) to 30% (for footings with FSv¼31). The
normalized base shear forces transmitted to the foundation
during rocking are smaller than those of the structures with
energy dissipating devices because of the isolation effect of
rocking foundations. Foundation rocking results in permanent
settlement and cyclic displacements on the structure; however,
the displacements and rotations of the foundation during rocking
decrease as the static factor of safety increases.

Results clearly indicate that the foundation energy dissipation
mechanism is as efficient as the structural passive energy dis-
sipation devices. As long as the settlement and displacements are
within tolerable limits, foundation energy dissipation mechanism
would be a much cheaper alternative as opposed to the structural
energy dissipation devices. Based on the centrifuge experimental
results, it is apparent that an optimum factor of safety can be
selected where moment capacity is reasonably high, considerable
energy is dissipated in the foundation soil, and the resulting
deformations are within allowable limiting values. If properly
designed, the adverse effects of the foundation rocking can be
minimized, while taking advantage of the favorable features of
foundation rocking and hence they can be used as efficient and
economical seismic energy dissipation mechanisms in buildings
and bridges.
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